
Dear Members,

Welcome to the 15th Misericordia International newsletter. You will find here all the news from the

active members, and, the information about the association. 

Please remember to renew your membership for 2016, using the form in this newsletter.

                                     Best wishes

                                                                                             Frédéric Billiet 

                                                                                             Paul Hardwick 

                                                                                             Welleda Muller

Note : do not forget to visit the official website of Misericordia International :

http://www.leedstrinity.ac.uk/departments/english/misericordia/Pages/default.aspx where you can find

digital versions of the early editions of the Profane Arts journal, which have recently been re-ordered

for ease of navigation. Misericordia International  has now a blog : 

http://misericordia-international.blogspot.fr/, please visit it and tell us what do you think, and if you

want to announce something on it.
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î News from Misericordia International

a Report of the General Meeting

The weekend of Burgundian choir stalls’ discovery let the members visit the choir stalls of Flavigny
(late 15th century), Bar-le-Régulier and Saulieu (made by the same late 14th century workshop). The
tour day of September, the 12th was concluded by a concert of Medieval and Renaissance music given
by Welleda Muller in the church of Fontenoy.

General meeting of Misericordia International took place on the morning of September, the 13th in
Fontenoy. Those participating were: Frédéric Billiet, Véronique Pillon, Kristiane Lemé-Hébuterne,
Patrick Lemé, Anja Seliger, Jean-Claude Breton, Lysiane Muller, Welleda Muller, Philippe Muller,
Janet Whitham, Christel Theunissen, Willy Piron, Ingrid van Woudenberg, Denis Girardot, Wolfgang
Muck.

• Scientific report :

Frédéric Billiet explained that the documentation of Elaine Block has been relocated, because the
Huppy house has been sold. It is now at the Centre François Garnier, directed by Olivier Geneste with
Michel Maupoix in the association Rencontre avec le patrimoine religieux, in Châtillon-sur-Indre
(http://rencontre-patrimoine-religieux.blogspot.fr/p/centre-francois-garnier.html). An entire room is
dedicated to Elaine’s collection: her books, different documents about choir stalls that she collected
all her life, but also slides. The contract with the both associations specified that this documentation
should not be dismantled or put into another collection. The members of Misericordia International
are more than welcome to work there, as well as the students or any other person interested by the
subject. The staff of the centre is currently classifying the collection in the best way for the researchers. 

About the digital images, treasures of many members, Frédéric Billiet is worried about their future
et ask the question to the members. The idea is to collect all the pictures taken by the members who
want to, in Nijmegen, in the database Stalla (http://www.ru.nl/ckd/databases/stalla/zoeken/), directed
by Willy Piron. For those who want to, please send your files (with at least the name of the place,
hopefully with the number of localisation in the choir stalls set) in 300 dpi minimum to
h.piron@let.ru.nl and c.theunissen@let.ru.nl (it is possible to use We Transfer to send very heavy im-
ages: https://www.wetransfer.com/).
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Regarding the documentation of the associa-
tion, which grows every year thanks to the pur-
chases and the free copies of catalogues in return
for the use of Elaine’s pictures, the question is
about its localization. A list of the double copies
should be made with the library of Nijmegen,
then the new documentation could be send to the
Radboud University. 

About Misericordia’s website, the idea is to
create a new one, because of the little problems
with the Leeds Trinity University page, the blog
cannot contain the pdf of the former issues of
Profane Arts of the Middle Ages. Anja Seliger
proposes to host it on her website dedicated to
the choir stalls. The University of Nijmegen pro-
poses also to create a page. Nothing is decided
yet.

Frédéric Billiet spoke about the negotiations
with Brepols Publishers, they assured the publi-
cation of the lexicon in 2015. The members voted
however to try other publishers for the futures
acts proceedings (especially Cambridge Scholars
Publishing).

Janet Whitham showed three choir stalls from
the Musée Bourdel of Paris, which are not iden-
tified. Then the idea is to create a page on the
website Stalla for the unidentified stalls, which
allow the specialists the opportunity to make
propositions of attribution. Kristiane Lemé-
Hébuterne noted about that the great importance
of the plan with dimensions and the shape of the
seat in order to make attributions. The ideal
would be to create a software to recognize the di-
mensions and the seat’ shapes in pictures.

Kristiane Lemé proposes the organization of
a conference for the 800 years of the Amiens’
cathedral and the 500 years of the choir stalls in
2020. 

The Misericordia International’s conference
of 2018 will take place in Great Britain about
“Gender and Choir Stalls”. It will be organized
by Janet Whitham among others.

The general meeting of the association in 2017
will take place in Châtillon-sur-Indre, which will
be the occasion to visit the Centre François Gar-
nier and some surrounding choir stalls (as
Vendôme).

The general meeting of 2019 would be organ-
ized at Saint-Martin-aux-Bois in Picardie, prob-
ably in September, the week-end before the
Journées du Patrimoine.

The new address of the association is at
Frédéric Billet and Véronique Pillon house, 29
rue Emile Forichon, 36230 Neuvy-Saint-
Sépulchre, France. Bar-le-Régulier
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Because of the lack of a clear instruction in the testament of Elaine Block, her children did not give
money to create a foundation for research on choir stalls.

• Financial report : 

600 euros has been given to pay the proofreader of the Leon’s acts. Misericordia will receive 100
euros by the University of Leon in order to cover a part of this expenses. The fee of the insurance
should be less next year, because the documentation does not need to be insured anymore, only the
members during the conferences and the general meetings need to be insured.

The scientific and financial reports were accepted unanimously.

• Elections : 

Welleda Muller resigned her secretary position. Willy Piron is elected from 2016. He will be helped
by Christel Theunissen, Véronique Pillon (also treasurer) for the communications in French and
Philippe Muller for the layout of the newsletters.

a Publications :

• The acts of the Misericordia International confe-
rence of Leon untitled Choir stalls in Architecture and

Architecture in Choir Stalls has just been published by
Cambridge Scholars Publishing. The articles are in En-
glish and Spanish. You can order the book on the website
of the publisher :
http://www.cambridgescholars.com/choir-stalls-in-
architecture-and-architecture-in-choir-stalls

• The publishing of the Lexicon at Brepols Publish-
ers has been announced for December 2015.

• The acts of the both conferences of Paris and Ni-
jmegen, untitled Norms and Transgression are now di-
rected by Paul Hardwick and Naomi Kline, who took the
decision to let this book with Brepols Publishers. The
articles are currently revised and corrected.

a Next conference :

Anja Seliger organizes the next Misericordia International’s conference which takes place in Greif-
swald from the 23rd to the 26th of June 2016. Some tours in the North of Germany, close to the Baltic
See, are planned. More than 10 proposals from Croatia, Spain, Netherlands and Gotland, have been
received. Some funds are currently sought in order to pay the travel expenses of the speakers.

The program is attached.
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î Member’s Publications and Activities

• Kristiane Lemé-Hébuterne gave us some news about
the selling of the Amiens’ misericord by an art dealer from
Antwerp: this misericord cannot be from the cathedral as has
been announced by the dealer, because of its dimensions and
the iconography, which both did not concur. It is, however,
probably a misericord from Amiens, but from another reli-
gious building. The shape of the back cutting is the same of
another misericord preserved in the museum. These miseri-
cords are probably dated from the cathedral’s choir stalls
(1508-1519). This means that there were other sets with mis-
ericords dealing with religious iconographic topics, as the
life of Christ. The purchase of this misericord would be done
by the association Stalles de Picardie (which currently received the gifts of Misericordia International’s
members, which will be mentioned at the end) and by Les Amis du musée de Picardie. The call for
gifts is still open (form attached) to manage to buy this misericord (the price of the art dealer is 7500
€, which seems to be too expensive, then some negotiations will certainly be able to have a better
price). 1300 € have been collected so far. The association Les Amis du musée de Picardie will also
give more money later. If the funds let us to buy the misericord, it will be in the collection of the
Amiens’ Museum, which is currently in a transition (the curator of the art objects is not yet hired, which
is complicating the negotiations). If ever, that it would not be possible to buy this misericord, all the
funds would be given back to the patrons. This a long-term initiative, of course the patrons will be
keep informed as soon as we will have more news.

• Sylvie Bethmont-Gallerand and Philippe Gruson, in collaboration with Anne-Sophie Rahm and
Bénédicte Delelis wrote the book untitled Visages de la Bible published by Mame
www.mameeditions.com

• Welleda Muller published a shorter version of her PhD
dissertation untitled: Les stalles, siège du corps, dans les
chœurs liturgiques du Grand Duché de Bourgogne aux XVe

et XVIe siècles, published by L’Harmattan (Paris). It is possi-
ble to order this book directly on the website of the publisher
: http://www.editions-harmattan.fr/index.asp?navig=catalogu-
e&obj=livre&no=48122

• The acts of the conference L’instrumentarium du Moyen
Âge, Restitution du son have been also published, again by
L’Harmattan. Directed by Welleda Muller, this book con-
tained several chapters by Misericordia’s members: an article
by Frédéric Billiet about Musiconis, an article by Julien Fer-
rando about the Romanesque organ and an article by Welleda
Muller about the fake instruments of the charivari in the
iconography of the margin of manuscripts and of choir stalls.
It is possible to order it here : 
http://www.editions-harmattan.fr/index.asp?navig=catalogu-
e&obj=livre&no=48221
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î Newsletter subscription for 2016 : 

FORM

Name : ………………………………………………………………………………………

Adress : ..……………………………………………………………………………………

Zipcode : ……………………………………………………………………………………

Email : ……………………………………………………………………………………...

University, Institution : ……………………………………………………………………..

Field of expertise : …………………………………………………………………………..

Recent Publications (Please send this list by mail1) : ………………………….……………

……………………………………………………………………………………………….
1 Members are requested to offer their publications for our documentation center.

Please send this form by mail and by post with the payment (in euros) to

Misericordia International
29 rue Emile Forichon

36230 Neuvy-Saint-Sépulchre

FRANCE

Mail : frederic.billiet@gmail.com

h.piron@let.ru.nl

Fee for 2016  

Active members : 10 € 

Students : free

Honorary members : from 15 €.

You can make a bank transfer on 

the Association Misericordia International’s account

Agency : Paris Bastille (BNP Paribas)

RIB : 30004 00370 00002857817 24

IBAN : FR76 3000 4003 7000 0028 5781 724

BIC : BNPAFRPPPBY

Saulieu
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